INTRODUCTION
============

Birefringence, defined by the polarization dependence of refractive indices, plays a role of paramount importance in manipulating the polarization states of light. Traditionally, birefringence is considered as an intrinsic property of certain materials ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), such as calcite ([@R1]). Despite their widespread use, these devices are bulky and offer limited control over the angular or spectral response. Shape birefringence, in contrast, results from the anisotropic shape of constituting structural elements rather than material anisotropy. It has been investigated in optical fibers ([@R2]), waveguides ([@R3]), and, more recently, metasurfaces ([@R4]--[@R8])---planar optical components consisting of nanostructures patterned at a subwavelength scale. Metasurface shape birefringence offers a great variety of design degrees of freedom for tailoring device's polarization response and, therefore, has emerged as a versatile platform for polarization optics ([@R9]--[@R12]).

![Concept of arbitrary elliptical birefringence.\
(**A**) Material birefringence results from intrinsic material anisotropy. (**B**) Regular shape birefringence considers simple symmetric structures at normal incidence. The red arrows represent the linearly polarized eigenstates. (**C**) Arbitrary shape birefringence uses freeform structures to unlock novel polarization functionalities. In this work, we demonstrate a device that can be continuously tuned from linear birefringence to elliptical birefringence by varying the angle of incidence. The red arrows represent the elliptical eigen-polarization states at oblique incidence. (**D**) The evolution of polarization state of a light beam propagating through a quarter--wave plate in the real space. (**E**) The same polarization evolution can be represented as a rotation (orange curve) in the polarization space (i.e., Poincaré sphere). (**F** to **H**) Polarization space representation of (F) linear, (G) circular, and (H) elliptical birefringence. In general, birefringence induces a rotation of polarization states on the Poincaré sphere (along the yellow lines), with the rotation axis (red axis) and rotation angle determined by the device's eigen-polarization states (red dots) and retardance, respectively. The blue arrows show the trajectories for a quarter--wave retardance assuming a 45° linearly polarized incident light.](aba3367-F1){#F1}

Previous metasurface shape birefringence devices suffer from two limitations: restricted choice of eigen-polarization states and lack of angular control. Previous studies mainly consider simple symmetric shapes, which fundamentally limits the choice of eigen-polarization states and, thus, the devices' polarization functions ([@R7], [@R8], [@R11]). Most existing devices are restricted to be either linearly or circularly birefringent owing to symmetry constraints. Despite their prevalence, they constitute only a small subset of all possibilities. In general, realizing an arbitrary lossless polarization transformation requires having elliptical birefringence, i.e., birefringent components whose eigen-polarization states are elliptically polarized ([@R13], [@R14]). Representing the most general case, it unlocks the full potential of polarization control: A single elliptically birefringent component is capable of implementing arbitrary unitary polarization transformation, which otherwise would require cascading multiple linearly or circularly birefringent components ([@R13]--[@R15]). This is especially relevant in advanced polarization optics and quantum optics where compact implementation of versatile polarization control is of vital importance. However, so far, the capability to tailor arbitrary elliptical birefringence has not been explored.

Second, the angular response of shape birefringence, which is an essential degree of freedom to manipulate light, has not been well investigated. Engineered angle-dependent optical response not only enables easy integration of multiple functions in a single device controlled by the angle of incidence, i.e., angle tunable multifunctionality, but also allows for unconventional light manipulation in momentum (*k*) space ([@R16]) (in contrast to the usual real space operation). However, since previous studies focus primarily on normal incidence operation, the angular dependence is usually ignored or treated as an unwanted artifact. Recently, researchers have started to investigate the behavior of metasurfaces at oblique angles of incidence. However, these studies either use plasmonic structures that are inherently lossy ([@R17]) or consider phase-only holograms that provide no polarization transformation capability ([@R18]). The interplay between angle and polarization degrees of freedom in metasurfaces has remained largely unexplored.

To address these limitations, we use the adjoint-based topological optimization, a photonic inverse design technique, to engineer the birefringent response of metasurface elements ([@R19]--[@R25]). Topological optimization allows the shape of nanostructures to be varied continuously in the design domain to minimize a given cost function subject to functional and geometrical constraints ([@R19]--[@R25]). Compared with the forward design strategy that relies on parameter sweeps of simple regular shapes, topological optimization provides a considerably larger design space, allowing searching for nonintuitive structures. This opens possibilities to engineering unconventional birefringent response of metasurfaces. It is worth noting that, in principle, elliptical birefringence might exist in any structure with broken symmetries (section S1). However, without optimization, these effects are usually weak and uncontrollable (section S3.3). Here, with topological optimization, we are able to intentionally tailor the desired elliptical birefringence as a functional feature.

Using topological optimization, we demonstrate arbitrary shape birefringence ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) that addresses the abovementioned limitations. It features a freeform shape, tailorable eigen-polarization states and designed angle tunability. It can be continuously tuned from linear birefringence to elliptical birefringence for various angles of incidence. At each fixed oblique angle of incidence, the tailored elliptical birefringence allows for versatile polarization transformation beyond what is achievable with previous single-layer metasurfaces. For a range of angles of incidence, the designed angle tunability enables multifunctional polarization manipulation in momentum space. Our approach has a wide range of potential applications across industry and scientific research, such as momentum-space vector beam generation and polarization aberration correction in advanced optical systems.

Design principle
----------------

In the absence of polarization-dependent transmission efficiency difference, any birefringence breaks the polarization degeneracy of light to produce two orthogonally polarized modes that travel with different phase velocity. These two special polarization states are the eigen-polarization states of the device, i.e., the characteristic polarization states that remain unchanged upon propagation. Any other incident state will, in general, undergo polarization conversion according to its projection onto the eigen-polarization state basis. Up to an overall phase, the eigen-polarization states, together with the retardance, defined by the phase difference between the two eigen-polarization states accumulated during propagation, fully determine the polarization function of any birefringent device.

Explicitly, the polarization effect of a birefringent component is described by its Jones matrix *J*, which can be expressed in terms of an overall phase $\overline{\phi}$, the retardance Δϕ, and the eigen-polarization states $\left. \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{\pm} \right\rangle$ in bra-ket notation ([@R14])$$J = e^{i\overline{\phi}}\left\lbrack e^{i\frac{\Delta\phi}{2}} \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{+}\rangle\langle\lambda_{\text{eig}}^{+} \mid + e^{- i\frac{\Delta\phi}{2}} \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{-}\rangle\langle\lambda_{\text{eig}}^{-} \mid \right\rbrack$$

Among the three quantities, the overall phase $\overline{\phi}$ and retardance Δϕ have been widely investigated and used in metasurface design for versatile wavefront shaping ([@R5], [@R7], [@R8]). They can be easily adjusted, for example, by changing the length and width of simple rectangular nanopillars. In contrast, despite their fundamental role, the ability to engineer the eigen-polarization states $\mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{\pm}\rangle$ remains elusive, primarily due to the inherent symmetry constraints in previous designs.

At normal incidence, the symmetry of the geometric shape of the structure elements dictates the eigen-polarization states of the device, regardless of the specific realization (section S1) ([@R26], [@R27]). For example, patterns that have mirror symmetry with respect to the *xz* or *yz* plane (*M*~xz~ or *M*~yz~) are bound to be linearly birefringent ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Here, *xy* is the metasurface plane and *z* is the surface normal direction. This constitutes a majority of previous metasurface devices. The advantage of such choice is its design simplicity; however, it sacrifices the versatility of achievable polarization operation.

In general, realizing an arbitrary lossless polarization transformation necessitates having elliptical birefringence, i.e., birefringent components whose eigen-polarization states are elliptically polarized ([@R13], [@R14]). For example, consider a simple task where one wants to convert horizontal polarization to 45^°^ linear polarization (∣*H*〉 → ∣45^∘^〉) and left circular polarization to horizontal polarization (∣*LCP*〉 → ∣*H*〉). Here, we consider two different input states because the polarization function is characterized by a 2 × 2 matrix (the Jones matrix), and at least two input-output mappings are required to characterize the device. This task is impossible with a single linearly birefringent device. However, with a properly designed elliptical birefringent wave plate, both operations can be fulfilled with a single component (fig. S3). Therefore, it is critical to have elliptically birefringent devices to facilitate compact implementation of arbitrary polarization control.

For clarity, it is worthwhile to mention the difference between eigen-polarization states and operating polarization states, i.e., the designed incident polarization states. A recently proposed class of metasurfaces ([@R8]) use elliptical polarization as the operating state, but the eigenstates of each nanopillar are still linear. As a consequence, the output is converted to the conjugate of input polarization state ([@R8]). Such inevitable polarization conversion, which is often unwanted, is another manifestation of the limitations of previous linear shape birefringence devices.

To realize arbitrary eigen-polarization states that overcome these limitations, we design a freeform metasurface that has highly nonintuitive shapes and has no in-plane symmetry. This, in principle, allows for arbitrary shape birefringence beyond what is achievable with regular shapes. We further couple the birefringent response to the angular degree of freedom. The introduction of angle dependence is important as it removes any residual symmetry constraints. Since the designed structure is single layer and vertical, it is approximately mirror symmetric with respect to the *xy* plane (*M*~xy~). This symmetry is exact in the absence of substrate and still holds in an approximate manner in actual devices with substrates ([@R26], [@R28]). Without additional dichroism, systems with *M*~xy~ symmetry must be linearly birefringent (section S1). However, for oblique angles of incidence, this symmetry is broken for the overall optical system, which includes not only the metasurface structures but also the incident light rays (section S1). As a result, the system can acquire arbitrary eigen-polarization states for oblique incidence (section S2).

To provide an intuitive picture of this concept of arbitrary shape birefringence, we use the polarization space (Poincaré sphere) representation of birefringent components. Poincaré sphere is a graphical tool for visualizing polarization states. Each point on the surface of the sphere represents a fully polarized state, with the Cartesian coordinates given by the normalized Stokes parameters $\left( \frac{S_{1}}{S_{0}},\frac{S_{2}}{S_{0}},\frac{S_{3}}{S_{0}} \right)$ ([@R14]). The north and south poles represent right and left circular polarization and points on the equator correspond to linear polarization states. Using this picture, the polarization effects of birefringence can be elegantly described as a rotation on the Poincaré sphere, with the rotation axis and rotation angle determined by the eigen-polarization states $\mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{\pm}\rangle$and retardance Δϕ, respectively ([Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). As an illustrative example, the polarization effects of a conventional quarter--wave plate are shown both in real space ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and on the Poincaré sphere ([Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In real space, 45^°^ linearly polarized incident light is gradually converted to right circular polarization at the output, ∣45^∘^〉 → ∣*RCP*〉 ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). If we trace the polarization evolution on the Poincaré sphere, it follows a circular trajectory ([Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) that corresponds to a rotation around the S1 axis by π/2. Note that the rotation axis connects the two eigen-polarization states, ∣*H*〉 and ∣*V*〉 in this case. The π/2 rotation angle results from the quarter--wave retardance (λ/4).

This geometrical representation provides a unified picture for visualizing the polarization effects of different types of birefringence. Linear birefringence is represented by rotations on the Poincaré sphere around an axis that is limited to be within the equatorial plane ([Fig. 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Circular birefringence features a rotation axis that coincides with the S3 axis ([Fig. 1G](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Despite their prevalence, linear and circular birefringence constitutes only a small subset of all possible birefringence. Elliptical birefringence, in contrast, can take arbitrary rotation axes ([Fig. 1H](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). It represents the most general type of birefringence and allows versatile polarization transformation beyond what is achievable with single linearly or circularly birefringent components.

A schematic of the topology-optimized structure element is shown in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. It consists of 1.5-μm-thick silicon nanostructures with optimized cross-sectional shape, on top of a glass substrate. The center-to-center distance between adjacent structures (*U*) is 600 nm. The design operating wavelength is 1550 nm. Here, the unit cell size *U* is chosen to be small enough to eliminate any higher-order diffraction across the entire angular range. A small *U* is also critical for obtaining a relatively smooth and continuous angular response, as the number of guided mode resonances grows rapidly with increasing unit cell size ([@R29]). On the other hand, however, given the minimal feature size, a larger unit cell size offers a larger design space and is easier to fabricate. Our choice of unit cell size reflects a balance of the abovementioned considerations. More details about the implementation of topological optimization can be found in the Supplementary Materials (section S2). [Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a top-view SEM image of a fabricated sample.

![Topology-optimized structure element.\
(**A**) Schematic of the optimized structure. It consists of freeform amorphous silicon (a-Si) nanostructures patterned on top of a glass substrate. The a-Si thickness is *H* = 1500 nm. The center-to-center distance between neighboring elements is *U* = 600 nm. (**B**) SEM image of a fabricated sample. Scale bar, 1 μm. (**C**) The arrows represent the angle-dependent eigen-polarization states ($\mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{+}(\theta)\rangle$) of the device. Different colors correspond to different angles of incidence (θ). As one varies the angle, the device can be continuously tuned between linear and elliptical birefringence. (**D**) Angle-dependent polarization generation. For a fixed incident polarization (∣in⟩ = ∣*H*⟩), the output polarization state (∣out(θ)⟩ = *J*(θ)∣*H*⟩) changes continuously from right circular polarization through horizontal linear polarization to 45^∘^ linear polarization for varying angle of incidence.](aba3367-F2){#F2}

The functionality of our device can be illustrated on the Poincaré sphere ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As the angle of incidence varies, the eigen-polarization state $\mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{+}\rangle$ follows a trajectory on the Poincaré sphere that protrudes from the equator, highlighting the transition from linear to elliptical birefringence. It is also convenient to consider the polarization effects from an input-output point of view, ∣out⟩ = *J* ∣in⟩. For a fixed input polarization state, horizontal linear polarization ∣*H*〉, the output polarization state is designed to change continuously from right circular polarization through horizontal linear polarization to 45^∘^ linear polarization for various angles of incidence ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This enables new methods of polarization control in the momentum space, as the device induces different polarization transformations for different momentum (angle) components of a light beam.

RESULTS
=======

To fully characterize the device's polarization response, Mueller matrix polarimetry ([@R30]) was performed at various angles of incidence (section S4). [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the measured and simulated polarization states at θ = −60^∘^,0^∘^, and 60^∘^. The device's functionality is illustrated using the polarization space (Poincaré sphere) representation for each angle ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the measured (black) and simulated (brown) eigen-polarization state, $\left. \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{\pm}\rangle \right.\sim J \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{\pm}\rangle$. We use the ''\~'' symbol instead of the equals sign because, in general, the eigenstate will acquire a phase shift. One can see that at normal incidence, $\mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{\pm}\rangle$ are linearly polarized, whereas at oblique incidence, $\mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{\pm}\rangle$ become elliptically polarized. Both the ellipticity and the orientation of the eigen-polarization ellipses differ substaintially from that at normal incidence, proving the effectiveness of our design strategy. As expected from the unitarity of the Jones matrices (section S1), $\left. \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{+} \right\rangle$ and $\mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{-}\rangle$are approximately orthogonal to each other at each angle of incidence. Note that the eigen-polarization states at ±60^∘^ have opposite handedness (section S2.2). [Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the output polarization states for a fixed incident state (horizontal linear polarization ∣*H*〉). By design, the incident light is converted into right circular polarization ∣*RCP*〉, horizontal linear polarization ∣*H*〉, and 45^∘^ linear polarization ∣45^∘^〉 at θ = −60^∘^,0^∘^, and 60^∘^, respectively (brown polarization ellipses). The measured output polarization states, ∣out⟩ = *J* ∣*H*⟩, are shown in black in [Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The measured degree of circular polarization (DOCP) ([@R14]) is 0.94 at −60^∘^. The measured degree of linear polarization (DOLP) ([@R14]) is 0.99 and 0.96 at θ = 0^∘^,60^∘^ respectively. The discrepancy between the simulation and measurement could be explained by fabrication errors such as structure dilation and inaccurate thickness (section S3). Despite the difference, the phenomenon of interest---elliptical birefringence and unconventional angular dependence---remains robust.

![Measurement results at the angles of incidence θ*= −*60*^∘^*,0*^∘^*,and 60*^∘^*.\
(**A**) Polarization space representation of the device functionality. At each angle, the device induces a rotation (blue arrows) on the Poincaré sphere, which converts the input polarization (∣*H*⟩, blue dots) to the output polarization states (∣out⟩, green dots). The rotation axis (red arrows) is determined by the device's eigen-polarization states ($\left. \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{\pm} \right\rangle$, red dots). (**B**) Measured (black) and simulated (brown) eigen-polarization states ($\mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{\pm}\rangle$). One can see that at ±60^∘^, the device is elliptically birefringent \[corresponding to the out-of-equatorial-plane rotation axis in (A)\], whereas at normal incidence, the device is linearly birefringent. At each angle, the two eigen-polarization states, $\left. \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{+} \right\rangle$ and $\mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{-}\rangle,$are approximately orthogonal to each other. Note that the eigen-polarization states at ±60^∘^ have opposite handedness. (**C**) Measured (black) and simulated (brown) output polarization states (∣out⟩) for a fixed incident polarization ∣*H*⟩. By design, the output polarization becomes right circular polarization, horizontal linear polarization, and 45° linear polarization at θ = −60^∘^,0^∘^, and 60^∘^ respectively. The measured DOCP ([@R14]) is 0.94 at −60^∘^. The measured DOLP ([@R14]) is 0.99 and 0.96 at θ = 0^∘^,60^∘^ respectively.](aba3367-F3){#F3}

The measured eigen-polarization states $\left. \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{\pm}\rangle \right.\sim J \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{\pm}\rangle$ for a continuous angular range are shown in [Fig. 4 (A and B)](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Each point on the Poincaré sphere corresponds to a polarization state measured at a specific angle (indicated by the color). To interpret the result, remember that the latitude and longitude on the Poincaré sphere are related to the ellipticity and orientation of polarization ellipses, respectively (fig. S7). One can see that both the ellipticity and the orientation of the eigen-polarization states vary significantly as a function of angle. Such strong and exotic angular dependence of eigen-polarization states has not been observed in previous birefringent components. Note that at each angle, the two eigen-polarization states ($\left. \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{+} \right\rangle$ and $\mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{-}\rangle$) are located approximately at opposite points \[(*S*~1~, *S*~2~, *S*~3~) ↔ (−*S*~1~, −*S*~2~, −*S*~3~)\] on the Poincaré sphere, indicating their orthogonality. [Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the output polarization ∣out⟩ = *J* ∣*H*⟩ as a function of the angle of incidence. It follows an unconventional trajectory on the Poincaré sphere connecting the north pole ∣*RCP*〉 and the *S*~2~ axis ∣45^∘^〉. The insets highlight the schematic and measured polarization ellipses at 0^°^ and ±60^°^.

![Measurement results for a continuous angular range.\
(**A** and **B**) Measured eigen-polarization states $\left. \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{\pm} \right\rangle$ at various angles of incidence. The color represents the angle of incidence (θ). Both the ellipticity and the orientation, which is related to the latitude and longitude of the Poincaré sphere, respectively (fig. S7), of the eigen-polarization states vary significantly as a function of the angle of incidence. The solid black line is a fitted curve of the trajectory. (**C**) Measured output polarization states (∣out⟩) for a fixed incident polarization state ∣*H*⟩. As θ angle changes from −60° to 60°, the output polarization state follows a nonconventional trajectory on the Poincaré sphere, which goes continuously from nearly right circular polarization (*S*~3~) through horizontal linear polarization (*S*~1~) to nearly 45° linear polarization (*S*~2~). The schematic, as well as the measured (black) and simulated (brown) polarization ellipses at 0^°^ and ±60^°^, are highlighted in the insets. (**D**) Measured transmission efficiency for the two eigen-polarization states$\left. \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{+} \right\rangle$ (blue line) and$\left. \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{-} \right\rangle$ (red line). The transmission dips result from excitation of guided mode resonances. (**E**) Measured retardance. (**F**) Measured orthogonality of the two eigen-polarization states. It is defined as $1 - {\mid \left\langle \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{+} \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{-}\rangle \mid \right.}^{2}$. Away from the resonances, the two eigenstates are almost orthogonal.](aba3367-F4){#F4}

From the measured Mueller matrices, we extracted the transmission efficiency for each eigen-polarization ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), as well as the retardance ([Fig. 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The transmission efficiency is around 80% at normal incidence and gradually drops to around 65% for larger angles. The difference between the efficiency for the two eigen-polarizations is small, proving that the polarization effect is primarily birefringence rather than dichroism. Two pairs of accidental guided mode resonances were observed at ±6° and ±26°. They are responsible for the data points scattered away from the regression line in [Fig. 4 (A to C)](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The guided mode resonances can be eliminated in future designs by reducing the unit cell size or adding constraints in the optimization. Compared to the eigen-polarization states, the overall change in retardance ([Fig. 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) is less marked, maintaining a value around λ/4 (π/2). This is in sharp contrast with previous studies of metasurfaces' angular response ([@R17], [@R18]). There, the eigen-polarization states remain the same regardless of the angle, and the angular dispersion results predominately from the change of retardance (i.e., phase) ([@R17], [@R18]). We also computed the orthogonality, $1 - {\mid \langle\lambda_{\text{eig}}^{+} \mid \lambda_{\text{eig}}^{-}~\rangle \mid}^{2}$, of the two eigen-polarization states ([Fig. 4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). One can see that except from the resonances, the orthogonality remains high and close to 1. To investigate the underlying physical mechanism, we analyzed the Bloch modes supported in the metasurface layer (section S5) ([@R31]). Four propagating Bloch modes are identified inside the nanostructures (fig. S9). Mode analysis suggests that the observed unconventional polarization response is dominated by the two lowest-order Bloch modes, whereas the guided mode resonances are related to the excitation of higher-order Bloch modes.

DISCUSSION
==========

Here, we realized tailorable elliptical birefringence using artificial metasurfaces. In nature, there are also a few examples of elliptical birefringence. For instance, alpha-quartz has a special crystal structure such that it becomes elliptically birefringent along certain crystal orientations ([@R32]). Elliptical birefringence has also been observed in spun optical fibers ([@R33]). In spun optical fibers, the circular birefringence induced by a fiber twist adds to the intrinsic linear birefringence of the core and results in elliptically polarized eigenmodes. However, in these cases, not only are the effects typically small but also they are very challenging to design and control.

To achieve elliptical birefringence, it is critical to break the *M*~xy~ symmetry. Here, it is done by using oblique angles of incidence, which has the advantage of versatile angular tunability and multifunction. Note, however, that the *M~xy~* symmetry can also be broken by using multilayer metasurfaces, or single-layer metasurfaces with slanted nanostructures. In these cases, one may realize elliptical birefringence at normal incidence.

Using a photonic inverse design technique, we demonstrated a freeform metasurface with angle-tunable elliptical birefringence. It has a wide range of scientific and industrial applications. For example, it enables new methods of vector beam generation, where different momentum (angle) components of a light beam can be converted to different polarization states. This corresponds to generating vector beams in momentum space and may find applications in optical communications ([@R14]). If combined with a polarization camera ([@R11]), our device can also be used for wavefront sensing, where the local momentum (*k*) direction (angle) of the wavefront can be determined by observing the local polarization states. Another potential application is polarization aberration correction. In complex optical systems, significant aberrations may occur due to accumulated polarization errors. Correcting these errors usually require applying distinct polarization transformations to different field (angle) components ([@R13]). In this case, the ability to tailor the polarization response over a range of angles, and in a compact package, becomes essential to reducing the polarization aberration and improving the imaging quality. Our work significantly expands the scope of metasurface polarization optics and allows for a wide variety of new polarization-related devices.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Optimization procedure
----------------------

We used the open source rigorous coupled-wave analysis solver RETICOLO for electromagnetic simulation ([@R34]). The optimization is implemented using the MATLAB built-in optimization toolbox. A random continuous initial refractive index pattern is generated without preset symmetry constraints. For each iteration, forward and adjoint simulations are performed for θ = 0°, ±60° to compute the gradient and to update the refractive index profile. Robustness is built in by simultaneously considering the diluted, intermediate, and eroded pattern. Gaussian filters are used to remove small sharp features and to achieve a connected pattern. A hyperbolic tangent function is applied to gradually push the continuous refractive index profile to discrete structures which contain only air and silicon. The optimization is performed iteratively and typically converges within 300 iterations.

Measurement setup
-----------------

To fully characterize the device's polarization response, dual-rotating retarder Mueller matrix polarimetry ([@R30]) was performed at various angles of incidence (fig. S8). The setup has five sections: the laser source, the polarization state generator (PSG), the metasurface sample (mounted on a rotation stage), the polarization state analyzer (PSA), and the detector. An iris and a lens are used to concentrate light on the sample. The focused beam has a divergence angle of around 0.3°, smaller than the angular resolution of the rotation stage (1°). Both the PSG and PSA consist of a fixed linear polarizer and a rotating quarter--wave plate. Here, the two polarizers are aligned parallel to the horizontal direction, and the two wave plates are rotated in angular increments of five-to-one. The PSG prepares a set of polarization states, which then pass through the sample and get analyzed by the PSA.

Although Mueller polarimetry already provides complete information regarding the polarization properties of the sample, for illustration purposes, we also performed separate Stokes polarimetry to measure the output polarization for a fixed input polarization state. This is done using the same setup but without the quarter--wave plate in the PSG so that the incident polarization is fixed to be horizontal linear polarization.

Supplementary Material
======================
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